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By Stephen Leacock

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.THE great detective sat in his office. He wore a long green gown and
half a dozen secret badges pinned to the outside of it. Three or four pairs of false whiskers hung on
a whisker-stand beside him. Goggles, blue spectacles and motor glasses lay within easy reach. He
could completely disguise himself at a second s notice. Half a bucket of cocaine and a dipper stood
on a chair at his elbow. His face was absolutely impenetrable. A pile of cryptograms lay on the desk.
The Great Detective hastily tore them open one after the other, solved them, and threw them down
the cryptogram-shute at his side. There was a rap at the door. The Great Detective hurriedly
wrapped himself in a pink domino, adjusted a pair of false black whiskers and cried,
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any writer. This is for all those who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to find out.
-- Dom inique Huel-- Dom inique Huel
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